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                                        Find out how you can turn what you love into a career. Discover why, how, and when to plan your career. Explore your skills, interests, passions, and what you value in a job. Start planning your career now!
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                                        Are you in high school or considering a post-secondary education? Get started with post-secondary planning and begin exploring your options. Then learn how to make it happen, get involved in student life, and plan for future employment in your field.
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                                        Are you looking for a job, drafting your resumé, or preparing for an interview? These tools and resources will help get you started.
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                                        Understand your rights and responsibilities at work. Start your new job on the right foot and learn how to handle challenges along the way. Find ways to make your work life more satisfying so you can achieve balance, grow your career, and manage change in the ever-evolving world of work.
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                                        Discover valuable resources to help your clients, students, children, and the people in your community as they plan and achieve their career goals. Check out additional resources for specific audiences and careers to inspire and motivate!
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                                        Curious about what OCCinfo and CAREERinsite have to offer? Wanting new ways to explore our career advice resources? Looking for additional resources for specific audiences? Get the most out of alis with these tools and resources.
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            Does it matter if your career plan is to be hired as an employee or take on work as a contractor? You bet. Knowing the difference between these working relationships will help you better understand which career path is right for you.

In some occupations, such as agricultural commodity inspectors, almost everyone works as an employee. In others, such as midwives, almost everyone works as a contractor. And there are many occupations, such as floorcovering installers, where both paths are an option.

Employees work in an employer-to-employee relationship with supervisors or managers assigning the work duties.

Employees may be paid

	An hourly wage
	A weekly or monthly salary, based on a standard set of hours
	Either minimum wage OR incentive-based pay such as commission (for example, a percentage of each car sold)—whichever is higher for that pay period.


Some employees work for a company that hires their employees out to another company. If you’re employed by a temp agency, for example, you may work at a warehouse as a short-term receptionist, but you’re employed and paid by the temp agency.

Contractors work in a payer-to-contractor relationship. Contractors bid for work projects, agree to provide specific products or services outlined in a contract, and generally do not work at the employer’s place of business. They may or may not be incorporated. Many work in sole proprietorships or partnerships and could be defined as contractors.

Contractors can be also known as consultants or freelancers. Consultants are usually independent professionals such as engineers. Organizations often take on freelancers for short-term or smaller projects, such as designing a brochure or doing the makeup for a photo shoot.

Why does the difference matter?

Whether someone is a contractor or an employee decides:

	Who is responsible for what such as equipment or other supplies used in the job
	Who has certain benefits and the types of benefits
	Who is legally responsible if something goes wrong
	Who pays for things like different taxes or insurance


This difference will affect the responsibilities, benefits, and legal liabilities of:

	Employees
	Contractors
	Employers
	Payers or users (the people or companies that hire and pay contractors)


What do you want your working relationship to be?

To help figure out whether you’d prefer to work as an employee or contractor, explore the working relationships.

Although different government authorities use different factors to decide if a worker is an employee or contractor, those working relationships are generally defined by:

	Who decides when and how the work is done
	Who owns what (facilities, supplies, tools, etc.) and who is responsible for them
	Who may make or lose profits in the working relationship
	Whether you feel you’re in business for yourself, or you feel you depend on your employer for work


Regardless of whether you are an employee or a contractor, your working relationship will typically be captured in a contract.

What’s in a contract?

Contracts describe the expected services, products, timeframe, and cost of the work or services, along with the responsibilities of each side in the contract relationship.

Items in a contract may include:

	Work or project schedules and number of hours
	Workplace location(s)
	How and when the payor will assign the work
	Who is responsible for finishing the work, and if assistants or subcontractors can be involved
	Who can end the contract and what conditions have to be met before ending the contract
	Who provides the equipment or tools needed to do the work
	Who holds the copyrights or owns the completed work
	Who is responsible for any training that is needed to get the project finished
	Who the contractor reports to
	Required results of work


In an employer/employee relationship, a contract of employment can be written or spoken. If the employee agrees to the terms, the contract is valid.

Who will need to know if I’m an employee or contractor?

The following government agencies deal with the rules and responsibilities specific to income taxes, pensions, benefits, and workers’ and employers’ rights:

	Alberta Apprenticeship and Industry Training
	Alberta Employment Standards
	Alberta Labour Relations Board
	Alberta Occupational Health and Safety
	Alberta Workers’ Compensation Board (in case of work-related injury or disability)
	Canada Revenue Agency
	Employment and Social Development Canada (for employment insurance and the Canada Pension Plan)


Each of these agencies decides whether someone is a contractor or employee based on the laws they are responsible for upholding. If you’re unsure, get advice directly from them.

Employee vs. Contractor - Finding the best fit for your career

This quiz helps you explore the differences you might face as an employee or contractor. For each scenario, pick the answer you think you would enjoy more. When the scores are counted at the end of the quiz, you will have a better sense of which type of career might be best for you.








    

            
            






            


                

                        

                                

                                        
                                            Your openness to risk                                         


                                    

                                        

            A.I prefer stability and predictability, even if it means missing out on some opportunities.
            
            A.I prefer stability and predictability, even if it means missing out on some opportunities.
            

            B.I am comfortable taking risks, even if it means I may go through some hard times.
            
            B.I am comfortable taking risks, even if it means I may go through some hard times.
            

            C.I’m unsure.
            
            C.I’m unsure.
            





                                    


                                

                                

                                        
                                            Your work schedule                                         


                                    

                                        

            A.I prefer a set schedule, with someone else deciding when and how long I should work to meet a goal.
            
            A.I prefer a set schedule, with someone else deciding when and how long I should work to meet a goal.
            

            B.I prefer a clear deadline of when the work needs to be done. I’ll decide for myself when and how long I should work.
            
            B.I prefer a clear deadline of when the work needs to be done. I’ll decide for myself when and how long I should work.
            

            C.I’m unsure.
            
            C.I’m unsure.
            





                                    


                                

                                

                                        
                                            Your tasks                                         


                                    

                                        

            A.I want someone else to assign tasks to me and provide instructions for the work that needs to be done.
            
            A.I want someone else to assign tasks to me and provide instructions for the work that needs to be done.
            

            B.I want an overall goal to work towards. I’ll figure out how to achieve that goal and break it down into tasks on my own.
            
            B.I want an overall goal to work towards. I’ll figure out how to achieve that goal and break it down into tasks on my own.
            

            C.I’m unsure.
            
            C.I’m unsure.
            





                                    


                                

                                

                                        
                                            Your tools, equipment, and facilities                                         


                                    

                                        

            A.I want to be provided with the tools, equipment, and facilities I need to do my job. If something breaks or needs upgrading, I want someone else to take care of it.
            
            A.I want to be provided with the tools, equipment, and facilities I need to do my job. If something breaks or needs upgrading, I want someone else to take care of it.
            

            B.I want to own or rent my own tools, equipment, and facilities. I want to be the one responsible for choosing and purchasing what I need to do my job.
            
            B.I want to own or rent my own tools, equipment, and facilities. I want to be the one responsible for choosing and purchasing what I need to do my job.
            

            C.I’m unsure.
            
            C.I’m unsure.
            





                                    


                                

                                

                                        
                                            Your contract                                         


                                    

                                        

            A.I want a single long-term contract that remains in place until I or the other party chooses to end it. The start of a new contract should mark an important shift in my career.
            
            A.I want a single long-term contract that remains in place until I or the other party chooses to end it. The start of a new contract should mark an important shift in my career.
            

            B.I want multiple short-term contracts that come and go as old work gets completed and new work is created. The start of a new contract is a common occurrence and shouldn’t really affect my overall career.
            
            B.I want multiple short-term contracts that come and go as old work gets completed and new work is created. The start of a new contract is a common occurrence and shouldn’t really affect my overall career.
            

            C.I’m unsure.
            
            C.I’m unsure.
            





                                    


                                

                                

                                        
                                            Your pay                                         


                                    

                                        

            A.I want to be paid a predictable rate, whether for my time worked or for the sales I’ve made.
            
            A.I want to be paid a predictable rate, whether for my time worked or for the sales I’ve made.
            

            B.I want to be paid for progress toward completion of my projects, regardless of how much (or how little) time it takes me to complete them.
            
            B.I want to be paid for progress toward completion of my projects, regardless of how much (or how little) time it takes me to complete them.
            

            C.I’m unsure.
            
            C.I’m unsure.
            





                                    


                                

                                

                                        
                                            Your benefits                                         


                                    

                                        

            A.I want clearly defined benefits such as pensions and vacation, overtime, and holiday pay.
            
            A.I want clearly defined benefits such as pensions and vacation, overtime, and holiday pay.
            

            B.I want some basic benefits and coverage in place but am comfortable investing in my own future, paying for my own insurance, and not earning money when I’m not actively working.
            
            B.I want some basic benefits and coverage in place but am comfortable investing in my own future, paying for my own insurance, and not earning money when I’m not actively working.
            

            C.I’m unsure.
            
            C.I’m unsure.
            





                                    


                                

                        

                


            

            


                

                        

                                



                                    

                                        


        Once you’ve completed the quiz, count how many times you responded “A” and “B”:






                                    


                                

                                

                                        
                                            How many A's?                                         

                                        If you chose A 5 or more times, this suggests that a career as an employee might be the better fit for you.

                                    

                                        






                                    


                                

                                

                                        
                                            How many B's?                                         

                                        If you chose B 5 or more times, this suggests that a career as a contractor might be the better for you.

                                    

                                        






                                    


                                

                                



                                    

                                        


        If your choices didn’t show a clear preference for a career as either an employee (A) or as a contractor (B), that’s okay. This may mean that you’re flexible and would enjoy either approach to your career. Or it could mean that you have more thinking to do.






                                    


                                

                        

                


            

            


                

                        

                                



                                    

                                        


        Save, email or print your answers

        Save, print, or email your answers
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All career and work search choices have their pros and cons. And the decision to pursue a career as an employee or a contractor will be easier if you do your research and understand the differences between the two. Your preferences will continue to evolve long after you choose your initial career path. Your career can evolve as well. Consider revisiting this quiz every now and then to see if your needs have changed.
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                    The Government of Alberta is working in partnership with the Government of Canada to provide employment support programs and services.

The alis website is maintained by Alberta Seniors, Community and Social Services as a cross-government collaboration to support the lifelong career, learning, and employment journeys of Albertans.
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